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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Scientific applications use parallel I/O (PIO) libraries, such as ADIOS [7],
HDF5 [3], and NetCDF [8], to manage the complexity of reading and
writing mass amounts of data to storage efficiently. A common and
effective approach to improving I/O performance is multi-tiering,
which utilizes fast storage to absorb writes and store data expected
to be accessed in the near future. However, PIO libraries have not
adequately adapted to the emergence of persistent memory (PMEM)
as a new tier of storage, which provides comparable performance to
DRAM and the ability to be accessed directly using CPU load/stores.
Existing research on utilizing PMEM as fast storage [1, 4, 10, 11],
mainly focuses on redesigning single-node filesystems to reduce the
software overhead incurred by traditional storage stacks designed
for slower storage media. While PIO libraries currently depend on
single-node filesystems to read and persist data, simply improving
the performance of these filesystems is not sufficient to gain the
full benefits of PMEM. At a fundamental level, the MPI-IO and
POSIX interfaces typically used by PIO libraries to interact with
storage cause significant overhead due to unnecessary network
communication and data copying when PMEM is available. For
example, persisting an in-memory data structure to storage using
POSIX requires it to be serialized into another in-memory buffer
and then copied to PMEM as opposed to simply serializing the data
directly into PMEM, resulting in an unneeded copy of the entire
data structure, wasting both precious space and performance. PIO
libraries must adapt in order to realize the full potential of
PMEM as fast storage. In addition, PIO libraries tend to introduce
complex APIs and configuration spaces that cause significant burden on programmers to store basic data structures, such as integer
arrays. In many cases, more simplistic interfaces, such as key-value
stores, are preferable.
In this work, we explore the use of memory mapping as an alternative to POSIX and MPI-IO for interacting with PMEM through
pMAP: a lightweight I/O library with a simplistic key-value store
interface. We demonstrate that our approach can yield up to 2x
improvement in performance over other popular PIO libraries by
eliminating unnecessary data copies and network communications.
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#include <pmap/pmap.hpp>
pmap::PMEM pmem;
pmem.mmap(std::string filename, int comm);
pmem.munmap();
pmem.store<T>(std::string id, T &data);
pmem.alloc<T>(std::string id,
int ndims, size_t *dims);
pmem.store<T>(std::string id, T *data,
int ndims, size_t *offsets, size_t *dimspp);
pmem.load<T>(std::string id);
pmem.load<T>(std::string id, T &num);
pmem.load<T>(std::string id, T *data,
int ndims, size_t *offsets, size_t *dimspp);
pmem.load_dims(std::string id,
int *ndims, size_t *dim);

Figure 2: pMAP API
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DESIGN

pMAP is designed for systems where each node performing I/O
contains a local PMEM device, which is depicted in Figure 1, and
provides a key-value interface, depicted in Figure 2. In Figure 3
(on the poster), we show an example of pMAP where each process
writes 500 doubles to a 1-D array. The pMAP implementation is
16 lines of code (LOC) and 132 tokens. We also implement the example in HDF5, NetCDF, pNetCDF, and ADIOS (not shown due to
space). The equivalent HDF5 code requires the creation of multiple
property lists, dataspaces, and datasets, forcing users to learn many
specialized APIs that contain many parameters. The equivalent
HDF5 code for this simple task is 42 LOC and 253 tokens, a 2.62x
increase in LOC and 92% increase in the number of tokens. (Note,

LOC ignores lines without significant code.) While NetCDF and
pNetCDF reduce code volume significantly compared to HDF5, they
still require specialized APIs to allocate array dimensions, adding
complexity. While specialized APIs aren’t needed to allocate dimensions in ADIOS, users must manually create variable names
for each dimension and then associate them with the array being
stored, whereas pMAP simply stores the array dimensions in the alloc function. The equivalent ADIOS code is 24 LOC and 164 tokens.
Overall, pMAP provides a more compact, user-friendly interface
than other representative PIO libraries.
pMAP utilizes memory mapping (mmap) to interface with PMEM
as opposed to MPI-IO and POSIX. Typically, PIO libraries depending
on POSIX or MPI-IO must first serialize data to an in-memory buffer
and then copy the serialized data to PMEM. Conversely, to load data
from PMEM, they must first copy the serialized data from PMEM
to an in-memory buffer, and then deserialize the data into another
in-memory buffer. However, pMAP serializes data directly to an
mmapped file using serialization libraries, such as BP4 [7]. For reads,
data is deserialized directly from PMEM to an in-memory buffer.
This avoids an entire copy of the data structure caused by the POSIX
and MPI-IO interfaces. In addition, pMAP makes the MAP_SYNC
flag optional when memory mapping the PMEM. This flag prevents
the filesystem from silently relocating mapped blocks of the file
and guarantees that the metadata regarding block allocations are
consistent, which helps improve crash consistency. However, this
can cause severe performance degradation, as metadata flushes are
much more frequent. The user can choose to enable this depending
on their security needs. Lastly, to persist data to mass storage, pMAP
will trigger a burst buffer, such as DataWarp, to asynchronously
migrate the data in PMEM to permanent storage.
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performance of pMAP with (pMAP-B) and without (pMAP-A) the
MAP_SYNC flag enabled.
Results: The results of the experiments are shown in the poster
in Figures 4 and 5. We find that pMAP outperforms NetCDF and
pNetCDF dramatically, as much as 5x, in both the write and read
workloads. This is because NetCDF and pNetCDF forces the 3-D
rectangle to be stored logically as an array, requiring the data to
be shuffled, incurring significant and avoidable communication
and data copying costs. ADIOS and pMAP store data without any
shuffling in local storage, which eliminates the communication
cost and most data copying costs seen in NetCDF and pNetCDF.
While ADIOS makes significant improvements over NetCDF and
pNetCDF, pMAP outperforms it by 15% in the write workload and
2x in the read workload when the MAP_SYNC flag is disabled. This
is because pMAP (de)serializes data directly to/from the PMEM,
avoiding an entire copy of the rectangle. However, when enabled,
MAP_SYNC causes a flurry of metadata requests, eliminating the
performance benefits of memory mapping entirely, and potentially
causing performance to be worse than simply using POSIX. Overall,
we see that pMAP can perform at least 15% better for writes and 2x
better for reads depending on its configuration.
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CONCLUSION

Persistent memory (PMEM) has caused a revolution in the design
of storage stacks. Much research has been conducted on optimizing
filesystems for accessing PMEM, significantly reducing the overheads imposed by traditional I/O stacks. However, parallel I/O (PIO)
libraries have yet to adapt to the emergence of this technology,
resulting in severe performance loss on systems where PMEM is
available. Existing PIO libraries simply rely on MPI-IO and POSIX
in order to interact with storage, incurring significant overhead
due to unnecessary data copying and network communication. In
this work, we design pMAP: a simple I/O library that efficiently
utilizes PMEM to read and persist data with memory mapping. We
compared pMAP with multiple PIO libraries and found that our
approach yields improvements of up to 15% for writes and 2x for
reads.

EVALUATIONS

Testbed: Tests were conducted on a Compute Skylake node in
Chameleon Cloud [2], which are equipped with 192GB of RAM
and 2x Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6126 CPU @ 2.60GHz, for a total of
24 cores/48 threads. The OS used was Ubuntu 20.04 with kernel
5.4.0-36.
Emulating PMEM: To emulate PMEM, we use the approach
presented in Strata [4]. We utilize Linux’s PMEM emulator to treat
60GB of DRAM as PMEM and format it with DAX-enabled EXT4.
We assume that PMEM has a read latency of 300ns, write latency of
125ns, read bandwidth of 30GB/s, and write bandwidth of 8GB/s [9].
Workload: In these tests, we compare the performance of pMAP
and other PIO libraries using an emulation of the S3D combustion
code [5, 6]. First, a 40GB 3-D rectangle is generated and persisted to
PMEM. Each process persists an equivalently-sized portion of the
rectangle. Next, an analysis code reads the 40GB rectangle back into
memory. Each process reads the exact same portion of the rectangle
that was originally written. Between 8 and 48 processes are used.
We compare the performance of pMAP with ADIOS, NetCDF, and
pNetCDF on a single Skylake node. Only a single node is used for
the evaluations as pMAP stores all data in node-local PMEM, which
requires no inter-node communications, making it scale linearly
with an increase in nodes. We measure the time difference between
when a file is opened and when it is closed. Each experiment is
conducted 3 times, and the average time is shown. We show the
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